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INTRODUCTION

The speed of adoption of mobile and IoT devices is 
transforming how we access information and service our 
customers. The expectation is that all transactions occur at 
light speed and information is readily available to all business 
stakeholders. At the same time, the sheer number of these 
devices is dramatically increasing the attack surface available to 
cyber attackers. As smartphone and tablet use grows, hackers 
are discovering and documenting every possible way to break 
through mobile security. They need very little time to gain 
access to a mobile phone or an iPad to install the malware 
tools that will enable them to siphon data at their leisure 
from these devices. The greatest threat is that once these 
devices are compromised, they can be used to gain access to 
corporate networks. 

Aruba and Cryptonite have joined forces to protect critical 
business functions from high vulnerability use cases. Using 
CryptoniteNXT’s patent pending Moving Target Cyber Defense 
(MTD) technology and Aruba Clearpass, enterprises can now 
be protected from adversaries performing reconnaissance, 
spoofing legitimate endpoints, moving laterally from device to 
device and stealing actionable information from their networks 
to mount and execute cyberattacks. Aruba’s ClearPass Policy 
Manager provides role- and device-based network access 
control for employees, contractors and guests across any 
multivendor wired, wireless and VPN infrastructure. With 
a built-in context-based policy engine, RADIUS, TACACS+ 
protocol support, device profiling and comprehensive health 
assessment, onboarding, and guest access options, ClearPass 
provides the detailed access control “blueprint” for the 
CryptoniteNXT Moving Target Defense. 

THE BENEFITS OF MOVING TARGET CYBER  
DEFENSE (MTD)
Prevents Reconnaissance – MTD shuts down the attack 
at the earliest possible time, reducing the time to breach 
detection and reducing the risk of digital theft or damage to 
critical assets by a cyber attacker or insider threat.

STOPPING ADVERSARY RECONNAISSANCE IS A POWERFUL 
DEFENSIVE CYBER STRATEGY
Aruba, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise company and Cryptonite combine to protect critical cyber 
vulnerability use cases

Stops Lateral Movement – MTD stops lateral movement by 
unauthorized parties, reducing the risk of attacks spreading 
throughout an enterprise.

Hides Vulnerabilities from Unpatched Systems – MTD 
protects organizations from the risk of delays associated 
with the installation of critical security software patches 
and updates. Attackers cannot find, identify and leverage 
vulnerabilities if they cannot find or see the systems, map the 
network and research available exploits.

Protects Medical Devices, Legacy Systems, IoT, Embedded  
Systems and Printers – MTD keeps vulnerabilities that 
cannot be patched or updated hidden from adversaries. 
CryptoniteNXT’s agentless security enables broad protection 
for legacy devices with embedded processors (e.g. automated 
teller machines (ATMs), medical devices, security equipment, 
internet of things (IoT) devices and manufacturing industrial 
control systems), reducing the risk of critical assets being 
stolen and avoiding expensive system upgrades.

HOW MOVING TARGET DEFENSE IS DIFFERENT
MTD deceives and contains cyber attackers at the very beginning 
of the attack and makes their targets invisible. Reconnaissance 
is completely shut down. Without visibility into the network, it 
is impossible for cyber attackers to map the network, access 
unpatched vulnerabilities, and proceed with an attack. Attacker 
tools don’t work – they cannot discover what they cannot see, 
and cannot attack without a target.

CryptoniteNXT does this by transforming the endpoint’s view 
of the network into a dynamic, abstract structure, in effect 
making the once static network into a dynamic moving target. 
MTD creates a mapping from the obfuscated network to the 
real network to enable the flow of traffic across the traditional 
network infrastructure. Legitimate traffic is unaffected by 
CryptoniteNXT. An attacker cannot collect actionable information 
about the network or masquerade as another legitimate 
endpoint. All of this is done without sacrificing performance or 
transparency to your users.
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attacker, the attacker cannot perform reconnaissance nor can 
they move laterally to expand the attackers’ footprint within the 
network given the control policies defined in ClearPass.

ARUBA CLEARPASS 
Aruba ClearPass SecureNAC ensures a consistent secure access 
policy, wired and wirelessly, in multivendor environments, 
using granular context points such as User Role, Device 
Type, Health and Posture, Location and Time. It is the very 
definition of comprehensive. Aruba ClearPass ensures that only 
Authenticated or Authorized devices connect to the network.

CRYPTONITE 
Cryptonite is a leader in Moving Target Cyber Defense. 
CryptoniteNXT enables any network to actively shield itself from 
cyberattacks by preventing all attacker reconnaissance and limiting 
lateral movement. The Cryptonite customer base includes leading 
commercial and government customers around the world.

THE COMBINED SOLUTION 
CryptoniteNXT and ClearPass present a powerful combination 
for shutting down advanced attacks. Together, we deny 
sophisticated attackers and insider threats access to 
reconnaissance data and greatly restrict their lateral movement 
from any endpoint. Authentication and authorization data 
from Aruba Clearpass is passed to the CryptoniteNXT platform 
through an application program interface (API). Mobile, wired 
and BYOD device users are automatically granted various levels 
of access based upon the authentication data and policies 
administered within CryptoniteNXT and ClearPass.

The configured policies limit east-west or lateral movement 
and safeguard against human error propagating malware 
throughout a protected network.  By virtue of the ClearPass 
precision policy-based control, MTD limits the ability of any 
infected or exploited mobile or wired endpoint to perform 
reconnaissance on the network.

SUMMARY
The combination of Aruba ClearPass and CryptoniteNXT 
provides a new and powerful prevention capability for all mobile, 
wired and BYOD endpoints. If an endpoint is breached by an 
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